SAMPLE REPORT
KARMA
Asteroid Karma helps us know the main nature of the actions of our past lifetime
that need to be balanced. Planet Saturn encompasses our karmic debts on a
massive scale, Asteroid Karma focuses on the theme of the karmic debts that
made Saturn appear where it does in the chart. Karma can indicate a negative
balance or positive balance.
Negative Karmic events are like accidents, heart breaks, exposure to outbursts
that seem unfair and financial losses. Positive Karmic events are sudden strokes
of good fortune, chance meetings with a true love and so on. Retrograde Karma
means the odds of acts that created more negative karma than positive karma is
high.
Karma is in 12 Sagittarius 3rd house.
Fated to accumulate insights, seek Higher Level Truth and Wisdom. You have to
settle debts related to being honest, learning about humor, establishing any kind
educational/learning services and traveling to foreign countries to feel "living
wisdom" than just acquire bookish knowledge. You may even write down your
adventures someday, and there is a very good chance that they will be
published.
KAALI
Asteroid Kaali represents how we will understand Kaali, a Primeval Archetype of
“Shakthi” which is the Divine Feminine ‘Animating’ Energy that creates "Maya" or
Reality outside of God, once given the "Thought" and Command to do so from
“Siva”. (The Divine Masculine Archetype of Consciousness that stays away from
Manifested Reality.)
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In Tantrik Traditions, Kaali rules Kundalini Energy. She rules the Kundalini of all
humans as well as Planets and even the Manifested Universe. Asteroid Kaali
thus gives us insights about our approach to Kundalini Energy and Kundalini
Yoga. Know that Kundalini magnifies whatever she touches, and it is wisest to
experience Kundalini in the Crown Chakra where we can experience Samadhi or
Blissful Awareness of the Cosmos.
In Jewish Traditions “Shekinah” is Kundalini, in Sufism “Ruh” is Kundalini and in
Christianity, “Holy Spirit” could be a reference to Kundalini. Occult sects refer to
this as “Serpent Power”. Vedic Traditions have the maximum documentation on
this subject .
Kaali is in 9 Taurus, 8th House making a 60 degree sextile with Mars.
Here, Kaali's placement is in the Fated House. Kundalini experience is fated,
even if it be just little. But the sextile to Mars awakens a lot more Kundalini during
sexual experiences. Taurus rules creature comforts and erotic sensation, so your
Kundalini will be felt during intense stimulation. The purpose is to make you
aware of this, to encourage you to know more about this Divine Energy of
amazing Power.
SIVA
Asteroid SIVA explains the way we feel or think about the Eternal God or “God
Source” or One True God or “Tao”, depending on our religious beliefs.
In Vedic texts, Siva is pure Consciousness that controls “Shakti”, the Energy that
permits Manifestation. An allegory is of a Mathematical Formula for a 3D Object
which gets filled out into a 3D Shape. The filling out and shaping of the object is
because of Shakti, and the source of the Formula and the inspiration to manifest
that formula are from Siva.
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Your Siva is in 2 Libra, 1st house, conjunct the Super Galactic Center, and
conjunct Ascendant and Asteroid OSIRIS as well.
This is just unbelievable. It proves that your Soul Origin is way beyond
pinpointing to any one planet or Star System. You may have been an already
realized Soul, who is back for a specific Mission related to Earth's Ascension or
Vibrational Shift. You are no ordinary man.
You have had access to ageless wisdom pertaining to Egyptian Mysteries, Pure
Yoga Techniques and refined meditative techniques that are waiting to be felt
again and rediscovered by you in this incarnation.
VESTA
Vesta rules our level of dedication to what we think is a spiritual cause. The
second meaning is sacred sexual initiation as a means of attaining Kundalini
Awareness from the 2nd Chakra.
Your Vesta is in 23 Libra, conjunct Fixed Star Arcturus, in the first house.
Vesta opposes Hygiea.
This is refined dedication to advanced though cultures and advanced thought
process of human harmony. The opposition to Hygiea is to trigger ideas about
healing that can be applied to both Self and Others, than just for Self Healing.
HYGIEA
Asteroid Hygiea explains to us our approach to health and healing. Though those
with strong Hygiea in the charts excel in both conventional and alternative
systems of healing, there is a lot more success rate in alternative systems like
Acupressure, Acupuncture, Aromatherapy, Herbal Remedies, Spiritual Healing
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[example: Ho’oponopono, Chakra Healing, Reiki, Hypnotherapy and
Homeopathy.
Your Hygiea is in 23 Aries, opposing Vesta, and in the 7th House:
You may have a mission wherein you inspire others about various Spiritual
Healing Techniques. Aries is the Sign of the Pioneer. You may be the first in your
family or group of friends to discover an amazing method of healing oneself. You
will also learn about spiritual healing very quickly from your partner.
PALLAS
Pallas rules our ability to utilize our Pineal Gland (or 3rd Eye in Occult Texts) and
thus gain quick insights into solving difficult problems. When strong in Charts, the
person will develop Psychic/Clairvoyant Skills and Extra Sensory Perception.
Your PALLAS is in 8th House Taurus, conjunct North Node and square the
Moon exact.
Just like your KAALI, your Pallas is also in the 8th. Making it fated that you get
awareness of your Pineal Gland, and this will further boost your Kundalini
Awareness in advanced levels where you sense your Higher Mind. You will have
strong abilities of Visualization.
Emotional Triggers can strengthen or weaken your ability to sense information in
the manner of Clairvoyants or through dreams. It is advisable to maintain as
much emotional equilibrium as possible.
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FORTUNA
Asteroid Fortuna rules some of the most important areas of luck in this
incarnation.
Your Fortuna is in 18 Sagittarius, 3rd House.
You will have amazing luck when you do your "Karma" i.e honestly write down or
share your experiences of foreign travel in which you are able to develop insights
and wisdom.
ANGEL
Asteroid Angel explains our approach to our own Higher Self, the nature of
inspiration we can get from our Higher Self and our ability to be of unconditional
assistance to others purely for the sake of God.
Your ANGEL is 27.4 Virgo, in 12th House and conjunct Ascendant.
This ties in with your "SIVA" placement of being a Realized Soul. 12th House is
hidden karma or hidden talents. You have a role of being a selfless supporter of
the Human Collective Unconscious in releasing its collective traumatic memories.
How can you do this? Only you will know as you connect to your Higher Mind
during meditation. Know that you have to pay very close attention to any
information you get in any vision or "flash".
ISIS
Asteroid Isis is one of the most important Occult Asteroids. Isis in Myth
represents the seeker of the “missing pieces of Osiris”, a hint that She wishes to
re-connect all the Incarnations of a Soul into their Higher Self. Isis could be an
Ancient Egyptian representation of Kundalini Energy as a “Goddess”. In Hermetic
Schools, Isis is the initiator of the Student into the practice of Spiritual
Development . A strong Isis in the Charts is also a good indicator of a past lifeline
in Ancient Egypt.
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Your ISIS is in 17 Virgo 12th House, trine North Node and PALLAS.
Such a strong Isis and a very strong Osiris already seen. Most certainly indicative
of an Ancient Egyptian Lifetime, where you gained vast knowledge with relative
ease from an Ancient Mystery School.
EROS
Asteroid Eros explains our capability for enjoying passionate sex with the person
we love and would seek for a long-term relationship. It is an important Asteroid in
the study of Soul Mate Charts.
Your EROS is in 21 Gemini, in the 9th House.
Your most passionate love is for a foreign woman, or a woman born in a foreign
country. You adore long conversations and outdoor excursions with your
Soulmate.
You and your soulmate would like to travel together to exotic countries to
generate more passion.
NESSUS
Nessus is a “Centaur” Object, slow moving and between the orbits of Pluto and
Saturn. Years of research have shown that this is an object that indicates
chances of experiencing sexual abuse, especially in the charts of women. In the
charts of men, it can indicate chances of sexual or emotional abuse as children,
and later on it can indicate whether men who have not been able to process and
release their harsh experiences take to abusing others. Even good men with
strong Nessus in the chart can have excessive sexual appetite.
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Your Nessus is in 16 Leo, 11th House. Conjuncts Moon.
Asteroid LOGOS also conjuncts Nessus.
There is some chance that you have felt emotional abuse.
You are not one to accept that quietly, you would most recently like to stand up
for yourself. You have earned strong good karma by assisting those who have
suffered traumatic abuse. You feel emotionally happy when a victim of abuse is
able to heal.

ATLANTIS
Indicates if and how we relate to the Ancient Atlantis Empire.
Your Atlantis is 26 Aquarius, 5th House. Quincunx ANGEL and sextile
Galactic Center.
It is very likely that you experienced a joyful past lifetime in Ancient Atlantis, and
came to adjust with your Higher-Level Existence and duties after this lifetime.
When you read or ponder about Science Fiction type material, you just might get
some past recall about Atlantis.
NEMESIS
Asteroid Nemesis explains to us what we think of enemies and how we would
deal with them. Harsh aspects to Nemesis indicate some difficulties in life due to
those who harbor ill will towards us.
Your NEMESIS is in 25 Capricorn 4th House, opposing Asteroid HEKATE.
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Rigid thinking is your worst enemy. In a past lifetime, you have been hurt in an
occult ritual where opponents may have used your rigid thinking to trick you into
working for a corrupt establishment or empire.
GIZA
Asteroid Giza is connected to our thoughts or even past life experiences with
Pyramids and Ancient Civilizations that built Pyramids. It also indicates how (or
whether) we will amplify our wisdom gained from the study of Ancient
Civilizations.
Your GIZA conjuncts the Descendant in Aries.
You met your Twin Flame in Ancient Egypt. It is possible that you and your
Soulmate will visit Egypt together in this incarnation, and this may enable past life
recall.
ABUNDANTIA
Asteroid Abundantia explains the way we will attract abundance and the way we
feel about wealth. This helps us apply the Law of Attraction, for when we have
more positive thoughts about Abundance, we attract more ideas to experience an
abundant life.
Your Abundantia conjuncts AMOR in 11th House Leo.
You gain more wealth when you feel happy in love. You need to feel the joy of
being loved to work smarter and maximize your gains. So do not hesitate in
feeling love.
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MUSA
Asteroid Musa represents the energy of the Inspiring Muses. Those who have a
strong Musa in the chart are very good in writing poetry, essays, musical pieces
and will even have a good talent in Astrology.
Your MUSA is in 7th Aries, trine Asteroid LILITH.
You can be amazingly inspired when you ponder on the raw, Divine Feminine
nature of your Soul Mate. This inspiration can boost your writing [as seen in
meaning of your Asteroid Karma] and make you write something fresh and new
that makes the readers get awareness of their own inner potential.
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